Dear Members of Parliament,
The issues relating to immigration have been in particular as to refugees / asylum
seekers. Our Constitution gives the Parliament the authority to legislate laws for
the good governance of The Commonwealth of Australia. Implied and directly
required in that they are good laws that is able to be enforced are beneficial to the
populace.And that apply to all and in all places where The Commonwealth law is
enforceable.The States and Territories, Protectorates and Embassies et.
Parliament and or the government is not at liberty to pick and choose as to what
law or section of law shall apply or as to what area or places of responsibility/
authority the laws shall apply. The Tampa children over board and other
dishonesty put by our parliament is an affront to me and all Australians if they
gave themselves time to think of the consequences of these deceptions.
The idea that a Minister has power to override the Constitution or segments of law
in this country is contemptuous at the very minimum and treasonable in reality.
The laws of this country belong to the people. You as elected Members of Our
Parliament are sent to this place to uphold our laws both in the spirit and intention
of Our Constitution. Not to connive ways and means by which to abrogate or side
step for convenience or self gain the Privileges and responsibility given to you all.
Contrary to some self seeking opinion the facts are that Our Constitution is to be
read as a whole document,continually bearing in mind the preamble; its direct
directions; its spirit and intent; that is to develop a democratic society under a
Commonwealth system.
It is a shameful disgrace that the Commonwealth Parliament of Australia has
allowed governments of the day to pervert the rule of law for convenience and
financial gain for some.
The protection of the Commonwealth is the responsibility of Federal and State
government agencies and are not to be hived off to private and or foreign bodies.
Only the Federal government can raise an army or defence force.
Mercenaries are illegal here as in New Guinea, wether they are called security or
paramilitary agencies is immaterial they behave as an army they are equipped as an
army ipso-facto they are an army.
Commonwealth employees are the only people whom have legal rights to staff our
detention centres. This is not a business. Many members decry people smugglers
yet the government hires foreign companies to man detention centres and people
here and else where profit from this.
If our Parliaments did not involve themselves in foreign wars and support directly
or indirectly those whom invade other peoples or cause unjust treatment of
citizens. It would less destructive and expensive. And we would not have the
degree of refugees to contend with.
There is a Golden Rule of law which states "You cant make a right from a wrong."
These refugees/asylum seekers have been wronged. It is this rule of law that a free,

fair and just society relies on for its conformity to the rule of law. So to make
criminals out of these peoples is a disregard for this basic Rule of Law and as such
one questions the legal validity of such abusive legislation.
Our Parliament is only adding to this wrong by the inhumane way that it treats
people in peril and the distorted view painted of "Boat People".
I'll draw your attention to the effort that Cadell Evans exerted in his magnificent
ride in the Tour de France . He and most of his fellow riders expended the very
essence of their being to achieve their goal. This was for a friendly bike
competition over friendly lands with much support.
These refugees are driven by the same human spirit their journey is torturous and
full of fear and risks of death or injury. Yet they are driven for as similar goal to
achieve freedom.
Yet this Parliament would deny this and castigate and imprison them for the same
human drive and effort that we praise and extol for those that are free exhibit. This
human character is what we were once honoured by many the world over. Its still
survives despite the efforts of those whom are charged to promote the spirit of
Australia strive to crush. Thank you for the time to listen.
I hope you will honour the trust the citizens place in you.

